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Abstract 
A relatively new concept of microwave device theory, 
dielectric loading has come to be a very useful concept 
in the. design of waveguide elements. A dielectric slab 
longitudinally located and parallel to the guide wall 
in the E plane can be used to shape the electromagnetic 
field so as to allow insertion of elements to perfop 
r ·.\ 
the function desired. In this thesis, dielectric slabs 
are used along with other elements to construct a micro-
wave device which will attenuate the harmonic frequency 
of a given signal and pass the fundamental with.negligible 
attenuation. 
The use of a single slab failed to materialize in 
attempts to develop the filter device during the early 
part of the e~erimentation. Faced with this pr~blem, the 
· author and his advisor attempted a design of two auxiliary 
channels formed by dividing the waveguide with a metal 
partition. Appropriate location of two slabs of the same 
dielectric constant but different length and thickness 
caused energy or· the fundamental to exist almost entirely 
in one channel, while the majority of the energy of the 
harmonic was contained in the other channel. Placing an 
attenuating pad next to the slab in the channel containing 
the energy or the harmonic frequency completed the filter, 
excluding the matching elements. 
'" ·. 
k ,. 
. . \ 
.. 
.. 'I. : . . '\ 
After obtaining a suitable match, the device performed 
with an insertion loss of 0.2 db. to the fundamental while 
attenuating the harmonic 10.4 db. The filter operates 
successfully at a frequency or 5.925 Ge. with a bandwidth 
ot 50 Mc. 
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I. Introduction to the Problem 
,~· 
by Vartanian, Ayres, and Helgesson in 1958. 
·The concept of dielectric loading was introduced 
Their theory 
described the use of a centrally located dielectric slab, 
( 
,kr:~'"·=' . mounted in the E plane as shown in Figure l,,?and explained 
the propagation characteristics of such a waveguide section. 
The predominant parameters in their treatment are relative 
dielectric constant or the slab and the thickness.l 
/ //' y ~--~..,..._--....... -  a ______ ...,.:J 
. 'I / 
·~ 
..... 
< 
1~ c; ~, 
]It 
to 
X 
. F.igure l. Centrally located dielectric slab 
with parameters. 
lpo Ho Vartanian, W. P. Ayres and A. L. Helgesson, 
"Propagation in Dielectric Slab Loaded Rectangular· Waveguide," IRE Transactions, Vol. 1'ITT. 6, 1958. 
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This theory.was expanded considerably by Eberhardt2, 
who generalizes the concept to allow the slab to assume any 
distance from the waveguide wall., as shown in Figure 2. · 
Distance from the wall becomes a third par8l11eter, hence 
allowing incre~sed versatility in the design of dielectri-
cally loaded microwave devices. 
y .-<----- d. 
ttt" 
.€._.o 
.~· 
' 
1~ c -+I 
Figure 2. Dielectric slab or general 
location with parameters. 
The presence of a dielectric slab located in a wave-
, 
guide as described above causes a distortion of the 
electromagnetic field in the vicinity of the dielectric, 
and in general diff'erent frequencies and modes of the 
signal will not be distorted in the same manner. Also, 
the cutoff frequency will be altered. In this paper, we 
will concern ourselves only with the TE00 modes. We will 
refer to any field configuration which is zero only at the. 
~ 
waveguide walls as a TE10 mode, any rield which passes 
V, , 
2N. Eberhardt, "Propagation in Off Center Dielectrically 
Loaded Waveguidesn. To be published. 
... · .. 
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through zero once in the interior of waveguide as a TE20 
mode, etc. This nomenclature will hold even when the field 
-0 
is distorted by dielectric loading. 
(~ \ 
The crux or the problem 
is to separate the fields of the fundamental and harmonic 
frequencies by dielect'ric loading and to attenuate the 
harmonic. 
Originally, the plan of attack required the experi-
'' 
mental determination of field configurations for various 
distances of the slab from the waveguide wall. These 
·-;.<,' 
"' 
experiments were made in an attempt to find a .plane in the 
waveguide parallel to the slab such that in this plane the 
electric field of the fundamental is zero. Then an attenu-
ating vane could be inserted in this plane, and the funda-
mental would be unaltered. Hopefully, the harmonic would 
have a nonzero field in this plane and would be attenuated. 
Experiments of the type described above were begun by 
Professor Eberhardt at Bell Telephone Laboratories and 
continued by the author when the thesis work was begun. 
The mechanism used to make these measurements is shown- in 
Figure 4. Although this approach did not yield directly 
the desired harmonic attenuator, new ideas were generated 
-
which suggested the design which proved to be successful. 
How the working element was built is described in 
Section III. We consider now the theory which describes 
the field and propagation characteristics of a dielectri-
cally loaded waveguide section. 
~·\ 
.,. 
. ,
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II. Theory or Propagation in Dielectric· Slab 
Loaded Rectangular Wa~eguide 
Problems involving waveguides loaded with dielectric 
slabs require solutions ·t9-.~Maxwell' s equations ~w1 th unique. 
... -,~~ 
·boundary conditions. The wave is assumed to travel with 
field components varying as 
.~wt-rz 
A=A e 
' () 
It is convenient to allow l'=~(3> where ~ is real and hence 
neglect attenuation. The solutions to the equations can 
.be obtained by using appropriate boundary conditions at 
,a. 
the waveguide walls and at the dielectric surfaces. We 
require that the parallel component of the electric field 
: 
strength and of the magnetic field strength be continuous 
at the dielectric surface. 
The following symbols are defined: 
K = w-V€ 0 ,-40 ' , :Cree space wave number 
J-4o = free space permeability 
E0 =free space permittivity 
£=relative permittivity of the dielectric (dielec-
tric constant) 
00 = propagation constant in inf'i11i te space 
o= propagation constant in the waveguide 
We first derive the equations for the special case 
or the centrally located slab, and then genaralize to the 
off center case and devel9p the cutoff cond·ition • 
6 
I 
l 
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The model to be considered here is shown in Figure l. 
We use Maxwell's equations to evaluate the field compo-
neats. 
v'XH= E tr 
E. ~ H '1X =-M dt 
I t 
Hence, for the TE wave, 
~ Ez _ .}E:y :: _M .} 1-1)1 
d'j ~2 ~t 
and ~ Ez = 0 d y 
Assuming propagation in the z direction 
r, ~ (wt- P-, 1.) 
E = Ee 
A )lwt- ~2) 
:H_ .. :;· I~ e 
according to 
we have 
(1) 
Similarly 
~y - ~ E)t -
~ )( ~ y -
and (2) 
. ,. 
From the curl equation tor the H field, 
J f-1" - ~~ - r ~y 
dZ c)X -c.dt 
,}Hz . ~ x - + J a H)( 4 j w e E· y = o (3) 
We form the x-derivatives(·.of equations (J) and (1): 
~
1 Hz . ~Hx . }Ey 
~)(.~ + Jf3 ~ + dWE. r; (4) 
~)( - - ..! ~y (5) 
dX - µ.W ~:x 
Substituting (5) into (4), 
~~Hz · - '3 1 ~£ . . ~E: 
~Xl. -~,MW »r+i}WE:r;_"=o 
... 
" . 
',•)•'• ·,.,r.•-'•".-,<'-'U 
II 
\ 
., 
• 
Using (2), 
'1 Then 
a1 H~ 
a xl .. + (E K2 - B'~) Hz::. o (6) r'. 
I. 
where k=~Y~oM01 and we have tacitly · 
assumed M =Mo. 
Consistent with the assumptions that the fields are 
independent of y, we let 
-
. . \ itwt-Bz) H~ = A 'J(x) e 
Using (3) and (1) \ 
Hence 
. I . . . 
E y = ) w Mo \~l ( C k 1 - (3 2 ) 
Applying this to the loaded guide 
~ 
in regions I and.III. 
in region II. 
For TEno modes such that~ is odd, g(x) must be an 
antisymmetric function about the guide center. Thus we 
.allow , 
c_j (X) = c o S ¥-
~ (X) = B si YI -} ( "t-.x) 
p j(X) = -cos d (a-X) 
in region I. 
in region II. 
in region III. 
C 
where 5 = 2 and we must determine p and q. The presence 
- -
of s and d in the ar~ents has made p and q independent 
- -
- -
of the waveguide dimensions. The constant Bis inserted 
. . . .. ~. .. . .. . . ·• . .. . . ... 
. . . ....... ~- - .. - .. .. . . . ... , ..... ·- . . . . . 
·• 
n ~ • • • .•, • • 
;,, 
f'I 
C 
! ' 
1' 
',', I 
- --····-····•·'···- _ .... -~---~--·-----~...__;.,.;,,:, .. ~:·.-~ •'» I.·. 
....... .._ .......... ...._. ....... _ ,._.... ' ...... ~.,-. h,.., ·- -............. .._,, __ ~ -- •,•- ····-~·;..,.~ .... -~ .. - ... ~ .................... . 
\ 
·-~ 
. J. 
~ ( 
to differentiate the amplitudes of the field components 
inside and outside the dielectric.,, 
Substituting in the differential equation (6), we 
' find that for p and q, 
- -
in regions I and III 
. 
in region II 
From the magnetic and electric boundary conditions, 
we must have continuity of Hz and Ey at the dielectric 
surface. o. C At X= d , which is equivalent to x= T - 2 
Figure 1, the following holds: 
Hence 
cos p - B s· 1 (~ - S. + f.)· ... a. ·. ~. · 
- , n s i :2: · 2 . - ·P..· s., .~ ,~. 
B = cos e 
sin ~ 
1:n 
From equation (2), Ey- varies as the integral of Hz over~· 
Hence we must have the following at .the dielectric 
d • · p v Cos ·p S [ 0 ( Q )~ 
- s l ~ - " :: ;; c o s_ ..!:..
5 2 - X p d sln~ ~ 
boundary: 
for 
x:: d= T- f 
d . .. C ,0 5 . p·. · S. . , . 
---.. S: fh p·· •= -'t. C o,S "·.' '. p . . . . . . 5·:i V\. ·c,, L
Therefore 
J!, .S<. n r - 5 C O S Cf 
p cos p - 1 Slr\ <( 
' ..L s t 
- Lanp~ co q 
C p di l Q . From 5:: 2 and d = 2 - "t 
\ ( C/ 0. ) I : p t (l V\ r = I - C/Q cf C ot ci 
For TEn,0 modes where ,a is odd, 0 ! 'l ~ ~n-
P -i ~ ( 'fl2Tr )1 
·,::. 
9 
" . 
- ,, l •. , .', ', 
~\ ~ 
I' 
r 
~ 
! 
' !, 
..... 
-o· 
4 -~ '"' ·- ... 
10 
The parameters p and q are given above in terms of E , K , 
- -
and the waveguide geometry. Allowing 
C/o. 
V' = ' - C./o. 
we have a second relation in p and q. 
- -
'l = r 1 2 + ( ( -, ) ( .,. k a) 'l 
'1 p '+ \ + r 
With the boundary conditions, p and q can be determined. 
- -
From the above results, 1~is seen that q2 vanishes 
for c=o (zero slab thiclmess) and increases uniformly 
as.£ increas~s. ·For c.=o , we have p=(n;)1 
, and p 
decreases as c increases but approaches zero again after 
- ......, 
-
reaching a negative minimum. When p2 is negative, our 
sinusoidal functions become decaying exponentials outside 
the dielectric. For p2 highly negative, the electric 
field is very concentrated in the slab. 
The relation between p and q is a transcendental one, 
- -
and solutions exist of all integral orders. The solution 
of order n yields the values of p and q for the TEno mode. 
- - -
\ 
The term "mode" applies as described in the introduction. 
An example plot for 5.9 Ge. in TH band waveguide for 
£-= q,3 , and the slab centrally located is 
given in Figure 3. Here, we have p= 1.s1q , 'f.=. bC.02 • 
The plot and values of p and q were detennined by 
- -
computer methods to solve the case of the general operat-
ing condition as described in Section III. 
4 
.-,. 
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I 
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~ 
0 JC-----------'----"--'"""-..__ ___ _ 
0 
> 
'X 
Figure 3. Sample field plot for centrally 
located slab. 
I 
a 
The results for a centrally located dielectric slab 
are now extended to include the off center case. We 
define the following quantity in addition to those 
previously defined, referring to Figure 2, 
Let a-c e = .l ~ 
Then e = -} for the slab at x= a 
e= J tor the slab in the center 
e = co for the slab at X: o 
We continue to use r = J - C/a 
Here we use Maxwell's equation in wave form. 
'1 2 E-"to1.E=O 
'v 'l H - "to,. H = o 
The development is generalized to use l ( as opposed to ~ 
of the preceding discussion), the usual microwave prop-
agation constant. 
:l' 
11 
. 
/ 
17,'. 
........ , 
~ 
We assume solutions which Via!7 as 
. e X p ( ) I.A) f - ~ z) 
..... 
Int~duction into Maxwell• s equations yields Helmholtz• s 
equations. 
d-iE ~~ E { 1. :2) ixl + ~"/2 + E ~- t.. = o 
,lH 1 · 
a ~ H · "° 'J 
d x1 + d >' -:2 + H ( r - ~o ) :: o 
which hold tor propagation in the z direction. 
-
To solve these equations for the TEn0 modes, as for 
the centrally located slab, we try solutions of the form 
(~wt -1> z) 
E y = A <j (x) e 0 
J (x) = a -s iri o< ~ + b cos ~ x 
4fj • 
where 
In region I, -j{o)=o, so that b=o 
Similarly, in region III, 
_.,, 
', <j ( X) : Q 5 l h ol ( ~ - )() -f b C O S . o{ ( Q - X) 
-
and b = o • Hence we have the following: 
<:J(X) = StV\ o< )( 
'j (X) :: C c o s o1 '.x + b s , n °' 'X 
~ (X) = 8 sin o( (~-X) 
in region I 
1m. region II 
in region III 
I 
Here, « refers to the interior of the slab. Analgous to 
the preceding, allow 
p 
oe= d 
,_ :l<l 'i. 
d. --- ---- - ~ C - S 
Introducing this back into the Helmholtz equation yields 
(7) 
' . 
.. · ., 
., 
•'1.&',:,<,J.','~· 1.,fc·;_._::_, __ ,, 
.• ..... 
12 
f 
··1 
,I 
• 
. . , 
'"" ..... 
' ( 8) 
:.:. ~-~----- where to and E are as defined. As before, we must have 
continuity of Ey at ~ = J and x = cl t c • 
siV\ p = C c.os \col + o sin }d 
I p ~ 
and ,~ s < V\ ~ ( ~ - cl- c.) = c c o s- 5 ( d + c:) + b 
From the preceding discussion, we have 
~ 1-12 . 
d)( +oHz-t-)WE.Ey=O 
'ii 
Hence, 
SC.VI f (d+c) 
Through additional use of the curl equations, we obtain 
~VJJJ..I) ~Hz 
E 'f = r 'l + w'). Mo E . ~ X 
. ;r 1-+ w 'J. µ. b c' JlCi. 
H 2 == - J w >A O x. E y Jx 
" 
and 
For region I, we integrate the value of Ey as shown. 
SJ Ey d)C:: 51 sin-£ X c:llc' :: - f cos£ :x 
Hence, Hi: = ' 
r~-t w"2.,t-foto d cos 1.. )( ~ -w Mo p d 
Using (7) 
I \ p 
.f. ){ H% = ~ WMo - cos d d 
Similarly, tor regions II and III using (7) and (8), 
-· I 'l( 'l . 'i) H ~ - J WMo S D COS S X - C SlV'\ 7 X in region II 
.,,,_if" 
I I p ! H = - J w u -d (3 cos ( ~-x) 2 no d in region III 
~ 
Hz must be continuous across the dielectric boundaries. 
ThusJ at each dielectric surface we have 
-£- C oS p = t ( [:) c.os t d - C si.vi } d) at x= d 
B 1 cos-£- (Q-d-c) = f ( O c.os }<ol-+c)- C si~}(...(-1-c:~ at 'ii.= cA+c 
. "• 
Using boundary relations for Ey, we now solve for B, c, 
and D. 
.. -. ... 
\ ·,.··~'·-· ' ;~~~.,~-:.! 
13 
I., 
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·;-;· 14 
~-· 
I 
.f..\ - c· .t d .~_· ·.o __ -. .. ;~ . -~s-- d . 
- - -c·-.o.s s T stn 
I p· p s' q, j 
. S<. ·V\ - l n s ~-
.\;L.: 
.. 
. S(·v, p 
C =:_ cos .id s 
'l i \ ci . _::.· . <{: d p· =- 5 D cos 5 a - s C ·s.t .n T 
t . -_. . . 1. d J p ·1 - . o •( _s \ :V\_. _p. -· -p s 'n s ) 'l -. 'f· ·: 
--r c oS _p · ·== ~ " c: o ,s- ...!.._ - . J_ -- _-_- · . _ ·'l - s c- n '."':_ d Q s-· v: s °' · .c··os. ,-: d s -- · .s ··· 
. .. s· 
D= N cos ~:tosfd + s<~td si-np .. \ (9) 
Then .for C, _ · . 'i 
Sc.hp (SP . ,, 'i . '{ I ) Sc.nsol C = 't - :-, cos p cos 5d+ Sll"IS d 5(1"\ p cos 'i' d 
c.os -d '7G1 -
s ' s 
s ~ ~ r ( 5 p . 'l 1) sC: ~ ~s d s l \'\ p 
- -- -:-,CoSpSlh-~-
C - cos } cl 'f ~_ _ S . Cos f d 
C ~ d - I s p "f' - . f ~ . d'. : . <i d - • l -~ d· . ·. . . -E:0S5 -Slnp-ifdcosp50,5cos5 -s,n5 Stnp 
- · · · · - · - -
2 ~ d if c s· · -p 5 ,· "" ~ 1 s 1. d: 
--. -S.lr\·p cos s - Cfd - o-_-___ "sa co 5 . 
C= sln p cos}cl- ~ cos p S~h }d (10) 
But we have 
B sih }(a-c!-c}::: C cos }(d+c) + I) sl~} (c-.\-tc) 
Hence 
·c C. o S t ( Ji C) -+ b S < ~ 1S ( J ~ C) 
B= 
Sth * (q- cl-c.) 
which readily yields B when C and Dare known. 
(11) 
At the boundary X ~ d.+ c I we have from the ·Hz field 
BI cos [ ~ (Q-J.-c)] = D} sinf ~\d+c)J- C} cos [ ~ (d+c)] 
Manipulating, 
.. 
-~·' 
r . 
. 
.. •· --- . ··~ ·-·~·-~~--·-·- .. -~----·-··~~ _,. __ ,_., .. -.......... ,.,. __ ., ____ ... . 
D sin }'t ( d-+c)} - C c. os f l't ( d-+c)] 
cos f-£ (a-d-c) 
·- . 
.. .......• _,,,,.. --· ·--·· . 
- (12) 
The result is two expressions for B. Using the expres-
-..;·l-
s ions (9) and (10) for C and D, and equating (11) and 
(12), we obtain a trigonometric relation in p and q. 
- -
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Obtaining this relation involves considerable trigonometric 
and algebraic reduction. The process is given in Part I 
· or the appendix, and the result is given here. Using 
·_:: and _! as, .. -~efined, the result is 
( Pe v-) tan 2ci == - t t. o I'\[ p ( '.2 e -1)] + tan E 
( p'lerf-tan p t._n[p(2e-.1)] (13) 
From ( 7) and ( 8) we obtain 
l ~ £ - I -i. kl ( 14) er = p\ V- e) + '+ , C 
Hence we have two independent equations from which P. and q 
- -
can be determined. 
Computer methods are used to detezmine the numerical 
values o:f p and q. The computer can be made to scan the 
- -
values o:r p and q between their limits and find the inter-
- -
secting values as described by the above equations (13) 
and ( 14). Because of the nature o:f equation ( 13), the 
solutions are not unique. The first order solution 
yields the TE10 mode for the dielectrically loaded guide 
as described previously. That this is so, and that higher 
( 
, I 
,,JI 
I)' 
I 
'· 
order solutions yield higher order modes. can be verified 
by computing the field configurations. 
Solving the above equations for p and q is extremely 
- -
difficult in the general caseo By assuming the cutoff 
condition, this process is simplified. Below cutoff, the 
arguments of the equations for the field .. components are 
I 
real. Assuming the cutoff conditio,n, K=o, (14) yields 
Q = ~ ,/T"' .(15) 
L l d 
Substituting in (13), we have the equation relating p and 
-
· q at cutoff. 
-
tCAV\f(~-ol-c)~} + taV\p t [ Pc ,rr] . . .\ an 7 . ·.f · ::; -~ f - f o.l'\ p tG\n[Co.-J-c);} (16) 
For the special case with the slab located at the center 
of the guide and the modes separated for !l odd and for 
~ even (TEzi0 ), the cutoff equation reduces to the follow-
ing:3 
( kc q 1 - .J... C of [ v[' kc Q V' ) f Qn ( 2(lH)j - ~ 1 (I-\\") for n odd 
-
f K,"' 1- _ ., t [-vY kcqV') t Q n l l 1-+ r)) - ff '-' V\ 2 ( l + r ' f for n even 
-
_ We _ C/Q 
where kc.- c and r - 1 _ • 
Using the cutoff relation in equation (16), values 
of p and q were determined by Professor E'berhardt. The 
- -
-· 
3vartanian, p. 217. 
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computer program written by the author and used to compute 
the-plots of the electric field is given in Part II of the_ 
appendix. The plots are of thesquare of the electric field 
,. strength, for the square is proportional to the power. That 
power is a mor_e meaningful quantity to compare to experiment 
_.will be verified in Section III. Examples of plots obtained 
in this manner are given in Part III or the appendix. Note 
that the off center case includes the central case. We need 
only to set e-= I • Note also that the higher order 
solutions for p and q do yield higher order modes. 
- -
Near the termination of this writing, solutions of the 
general relation between p and q were successfully obtained 
- -
,. by computer methods. Hence plots could be obtained for con-
ditions other than cutoff. These plots of the electric 
field will be discussed in the next section • 
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III. Experimentation 
A. Field Plots 
As outlined in the introduction, work was begun by 
making field plots-for off center locations of the 
dielectric slab. The basic· field plot· mechanism is shown· 
in Figure 4. and the apparatus by which the plots were 
made is shown in Figure 5. 
SL OT AN b ·S 4,,_l Pl~.G 
r 
TH BAND WAveGv10.a .sE:c"t,oN· 
. COAX A PAPTER FOR 
-t~OUNTING OF PETecToR 
.8-0TT OM Vl EW o F S LI PJNG ELEM E" NT 
Figure 4. Field plotting mechanism. 
\ 
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The magnetic rield pr9be .of Figure 4 supplies a 
signal to a crystal detector at·the detector moui:t. This 
signal is a measurement of the intensity of the z compo-
-
pent of the H rield, which is proportional to Ey• The 
detector produces a signal proportiona.l to the square or 
Ey, and hence propo.rtional to the power. f,y moving the 
sliding element., a measurement of the transverse compo-
nent of the electric field is obtained at all. positions 
across the waveguide. 
PLOTTING MECHAl'ISM 
INPUT 
~I GNAL 
) 
~ ..._ COA.~l AL LINE' _____ _.,r "- u-----
t) ET EC.TOR A l"'llll--i-.J -------------------
...... 
l.lN £AR 
Po"'T • /JT 10 MET £R 
' 
t:::: S c. R E" w 
. ~ -
( ~-
·-
. 
4 
..... 
,-
~ 
'-' l 
--11 r 
"r" 
I 
-
I 
Ii X V ... 
~- '( R ECORl>E R 
Ao' 
Figure 5. Field plotting apparatus. 
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In Figure 5, only that portion or the system necessary 
: 
to describe the plotting is shown. Tapered sections are 
used to mate the system above to X band waveguide for 
measurements involving the harmonic. The screw which 
.• 
20, 
C 
moves the ,·sliding element is firmly attached to the poten-
l 
tiometer shaft. Hence, the d.c. signal supplied to the X 
function of the recorder is proportionrµ to the position 
-r·· 
of the probe on the sliding element. The signal from·the 
crystal detector, proportional to the power in the trans-
verse component of the electric field, is applied to ,the Y 
runction. Sweeping the waveguide width by turning the 
potentiometer sha~t yields a plot or the electric field for 
TEno modes. 
Before making the field plots mentioned above, it was 
necessary to verify the linearity or the channel. This~ 
was done by making a plot of the field in an empty wave-
guide and marking a scale in decibels. Calculating the 
voltages using the peak value .as re.ference and comparing. 
to a table of sines verified the linear character of the 
system. The actual calculation is trivial and therefore 
omitted. 
In these experiments, TH band waveguide was used to 
carry the fundamental frequency and to provide the shell 
\~ for the construction of the final device. The harmonic 
was generated and carried ip. an X band system with tapered 
sections to mate with the TH band waveguide. The funda-
mental frequency used in these experiments was 5.9 Ge. and 
the first harmonic was 11.8 Ge., both generated by reflex 
klystrons. As shown in Figure 5, a diode detector was 
(l 
I , 
j I 
" 
used in the plotting apparatus. Hence the field plots are 
of the power in the electric field and proportional to the 
.. square of the electric field intensity. Examples of the 
experimental field plots can be found in Figure 5 and 
Figure 7. In this writing, all such plots will be 
normalized to represent the same power. 
In the pre~eding section, an equ~tion was derived 
which defined all parameters in the cutoff condition. As 
previously discussed, solutions for the general case are 
dirficult, when cutoff is not asswned. Theoretical plots 
at cutoff can be found in Part III of the appendix. The 
arguments of the trigonometric functions which define the 
field configuration are real at cutoff but imaginary above 
cutoff. Therefore, above the cutoff frequency, the trigo-
nometric functions become hyperbolic. Because the system 
was operated well above cutoff 1n the experiments, the ex-
perimental field plots demonstrate the exponential 
character of the hyperbolic functions. Hence, the field 
is shown to be more concentrated in the dielectric slab 
for the experimental plots than for the theoretical plots 
where the cutoff condition is assumed and arguments are 
real. The theoretical plots for the case above cutoff 
will be discussed when we consider the working filter. 
It is at this stage of the experimentation that a 
21 
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major problem was encountered. A dielectric slab of rela-
tive dielectric constant 9.3, .180 inches thick, 6 inches 
long (with· 1.2.5 inch tapers), and at a distance of .160 
inches from the wall was found to produce a near zero 
field for the fundamental frequency at a point in the 
guide as shown in Figure 6(a). However, as can be seen in 
Figure 6(b), the field of the harmonic was near zero also 
at this point. 
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The intention had been to place an attenuating vane at the 
zero of the field of.' the fundamental. Obviously, if the:i 
harmonic also has a zero at this point, the harmonic will 
not be attenuated. 
This undesirable event prompte·d another question: 
Does the field have the same con.figuration at all points 
along the length of the slab? Plots were made to deter-
23 
mine this, and the results are shown in Figure 7. The ob-. 
vious change in the field as the longitudinal position is 
varied can be explained. The presence of the dielectric slab 
in the waveguide causes a discontinuity and energy is con-
verted to the TE20 mode. That the TE20 mode is present along 
with the TE10 mode, both in a distorted form, is evidenced 
by the appearance or points of zero field. The existence 
of other modes is not an impossibility. Variation of the 
gro.ss field longitudinally is a result of a d1:fference in 
the phase velocities of the different modes. 
I 
Because of the above, the previous plan of attack was 
ruled out. There could be no locus of zero points for the 
'" field produced at the fundamental frequency. Hence an at-
tenuating vane would attenuate the fundamental. and there 
is no reason to believe that the harmonic would be attenu-
ated to any greater degree. Considerable thought by the 
author and his advisor resulted in the design now to be 
described. 
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B. !~plication of the Gained Knowledge to the Construction 
£._ .! J)issipative Filter. · -
•r 
A diagram of the proposed design is found in Figure 8 
where the dimensions are included. We shall refer to the 
slab of thickness .180 inches as the "heavy"_ slab .and the 
s1ab of thickness .125 inches as the. "light" slab. The rel-
ative dielectric constant of both slabs is .9.3. The entire 
assembly was mounted in a 12 inch section or TH band wave-
guide. For future reference, Figure 8 includes attenuating 
and matching elements. 
The entire assembly as shown in Figure 8 was first 
mounted in the plotting mechanism of Figure 4 and Figure 5 
without the att;enuating or matching elements. By placing 
a metal wall in the center of the TH band waveguide section, ~ 
two channels are created. First, the heavy slab is placed 
in the center of channel 1, located in this manner to carry 
the field of the fundamental frequen\~y. Preliminary testing 
indicated that this was indeed the case. However, both the 
field of the fundamental and that of the harmonic can exist 
in channel l if the heavy slab is the only dielectric 
present. This is demonstrated by Figure 9, obtained by the 
plotting apparatus of Figure 5. 
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F'igil.re 9. Field of fundamental and 
harmonic with one slab. 
To draw the harmonic signal into channel 2 1 the light 
slab ( longer and thinner than the heavy slab) was pl aced 
against the wall of the waveguide in channel 2. In this 
way, channel 2 is constructed to be below cutoff for the 
·~ fundamental. The resulting field configuration ~s shown 
in Figure 10. Note that the field produced by the funda-
mental has been completely . separated from the maximum of 
the field produced by the harmonic. 
a, 
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harmonic with two slabs. 
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We may use the previously mentioned solutions to the 
parameters without assuming cutoff to obtain field plots 
from the equations of Section II and compare these to 
Figure 10. For channel 1, all modes for 5.9 Ge. other than 
the TE10 mode are found to be below cutoff. The square of 
the electric field intensity with normalized power is 
plotted in Figure ll{a). This plot is the expected field 
configuration for channel 1. In Figure 10, it is seen 
that the experimental field is more concentrated in the 
slab than theory predicts in Figure ll(a). This difference· 
I; ·', 
- - "'-
..... 
• 
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is due to several. causes of experimental error. The 
magnetic field probe of the plotting mechanism,·,; is a current 
sensing device and has a finite width. Also, the field 
configuration is sensitive to small changes in frequency, 
channel width and relative dielectric constant. 
The case for charmel 2 is more involved. Figure ll(b) 
illustrates the existence or both the TE10 and TE20 modes. 
That the TE30 mode and higher order modes are below cutoff 
is indicated by computation. When two modes existv, the 
resultant at any fixed value of the longitudinal coordinate, 
z, can be expressed as a linear combination of the field -
strengths of each mode. 
Normalizing the total .field by a and allowing b= o , 
-
Figure 11 ( b) yields Figure 11 { c), a plot of the square of 
the total electric field strength. This result compares 
with the experimental plot in the same way as in the case 
of channel l. Differences here are due to experimental 
error as desc~ibed above. The occurrence of two peaks in 
the slab for the experimental plot is a result of dimen-
sional resonance. The case here is similar to the problem 
encountered when field plots were being made. The field 
strength is not necessarily constant along the length of 
' 
the slab, for a and bare, in general, functions of z. 
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Having succeeded in obtaining the desired field con-
figuration in the two channels, the attenuating pad could 
:) 
· be inserted. By placing a me·tal film-mica attenuating pad 
next to the light slab as shown in Figure 8, the harmonic 
is attenuated without drastic loss to the fundamental. 
Preliminary tests showed high attenuation of the harmonic, 
but a major task remained before meaningful tests could be 
made. The device had to be matched. 
At this point, the elements were assembled in the 
'·· 12 inch TH ~and waveguide section, as shown in Figure 8, 
~i 
"··) in preparation for matching. Matching the device to two 
frequencies, the fundamental and the harmonic, proved to 
be quite a task. Matching to the fundamental was accom-
plished by considerable calculation and the use of a J 
band slotted section with adapters to TH band. A capaci-
tive screw, inserted in the waveguide as in Figure 8, 
' 
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served as the matching element. The most difficult matching 
problem was that of matching the harmonic. In order to 
' 
avoid destroying the match with the f'undam.ental, the matching~~ 
-elements for the harmonic were placed in channel 2. However, 
most of the energy in channel 2 is concentrated in the 
dielectric slab. This fact made it necessary to cut slots 
in the dielectric. To provide sufficient capacitive loading, 
small brass blocks ~ere used in the slots, as shown in 
Figure 8, and held in place by small brass screws. In this · 
\ 
1 
I . . . . . 
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manner. the device was matched to the harmonic and the match 
to the fundamental was not destroyed. The match to the 
f'undamental in the reverse direction was acceptable. 
However, considerable adjustment was necessary to obtain a 
reasonable match to the harmonic from both ports. 
quality of the match is giv_en in the,"·table below • 
. ,, . . ' . . . . ~·· ..,._ 
Frequency Reflection 
~oerricient 
5.9 Ge .0698 
Forward Direction 
11.8 Ge .103 
5.9 Ge .0476 
Reverse Direction 
11.8 Ge .115 
Table. Quality of Match. 
The 
VSWR 
!nab. 
1.2 db. 
1.8 db. 
.B db. 
2.0 db. 
At these frequencies, we now test the device for 
attenuation and hope to rind low attenuation of the funda-
mental and high attenuation of the harmonic. These 
measurements were made by the substitution method using 
Hewlett-Packard precision attenuators. 
At ·the above frequencies, the harmonic was attenuated 
10.4 db. while the fundamental was attenuated 0.2 db. 
This loss of the fundamental can be termed insertion loss. 
Checking the device .in the reverse direction, the funda-
mental is again attenuated only .2 db. ~while the harmonic 
·. 
1 
' 
.., 
C Jr• 
drops ~o 15 db. This larger figure, however, is probably 
due to a lower quality match in the reverse direction, and 
more or the power is reflected. 
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~igure 12, Apparatus for measuring frequency 
response of attenuation. 
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Bandwidth for the device, was determined by making . 
. ' ) 
attenuation and return loss measurements over frequencies 
near the fundamental and the harmonic. Plots were obtained 
by using a sweep generator and X~Y recorder, as illustrated 
in Figure 12. In Figure 12, we have shown only the 
apparatus for measuring attenuation in the TH band. Appa-
ratus diagrams for determining the other plots can be found 
in Part IV of the appendix. The four plots obtained are 
given in Figure 13. 
Bandwidth for the devie 
the most lim.iting factors from the plots in Figure 13. We 
require at least 10 db. attenuation of the harmonic and no 
more than 2 db. attenuation or the fundamental. Also, we 
require no less than 10 db. return loss of either frequency. 
Figure 13(d) indicates that the harmonic can not be less 
than 11.8 Ge. This fact limits the fundamentsJ. frequency to 
be greater than 5.9 Ge. Figure lJ(b) restricts the funda-
mental to less than 5.95 Ge. Inspection verifies that these 
are indeed the most limiting factors, and we note that 
attenuation response did not limit our bandwidth in any way. 
We can choose our operating point at 5.925 Ge. and claim an 
operating band from 5.900 Ge. to 5.950 Ge., a bandwidth 
of 50 Mc. 
The next step in the experimentation was to test the 
tilter at higher order modes. Preceding experiments were 
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performed with the TE10 mode as the incident mode of the 
harmonic. Failure of attempts to generate a relatively 
pure TE20 mode terminated the experimentation. Figure 14 
illustrates the apparatus built to gener~te a TE20 mode. 
Such a mode was successfully generated in an empty wave-
guide. However, the mode was destroyed by the insertion 
of the filter elements which placed discontinuities in the 
channel. Hence, we could not depend on a mode generated 
in this manner for accurate measurements. 
ANTENNA 
TH BAND 
r-
WAVEGU\PE 
J-4oi..e: IS bRILL.ED IN WAVEGVlt>E FOR ANTENNA 
~igure 14. 
.., 
Apparatus for attempting 
generation of TE20 mode. 
A more effective, but complicated method for pro-
duoing the desired TE20 mode is now proposed. Using a di-
electric slab loaded waveguide described above, the energy 
I 
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of an incident TE10 mode can be equally divided between 
two ·channels separated by a metal divider. Let each chan-
nel contain a centrally located dielectric slab. The·· · 
parameters in each channel can be adjusted so as not to 
destroy the equal energy in the two channels and to obtain 
a 1800 phase shift. Thus a TE20 mode could be generated. 
The constraints imposed on the design or this device 
require equal energy in the two channels and a 180° phase 
shift. In order to obtain the mode transformation, we may 
vary the relative thickness of the slabs, their relative 
dielectric constants, the length or the metal divider, and 
the length of the slabs. Logic tells us that the design 
. 
should be possible, for the variables greatly exceed the 
,,,.,. 
constraints. Building this device would have required 
. 
considerable time which was not available. For this 
reason, the experimentation was halted at this point • 
. o: 
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IV Concluding Remarks 
Microwave devices using dielectric slabs have one 
definite advantage over many other types of microwave ele-
ments. In general, they can be built into a waveguide 
38 
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section. Other designs often require exterior apparatus. 
As exemplified by the device which is the subject of this 
writing, even-matching was accomplished without exterior 
,;J, 
elements. The existen·ce of two channels, so that only 
energy from the harmonic was contained in one of the chan-
nels, made it possible to match the device to the harmonic 
frequency without destroying the match to the fundamental. 
Note also that the design is independent of the waveguide 
dimensions. Only proportional relations are important. 
A salient characteristic of our filter is its atten-
uation property. 'Whereas most microwave filters reflect 
the undersired frequency, this device attenuates it, and 
thereby removes permanently the undesired frequency from 
the system. 
, Several possibilities ror additional development of 
this topic have already been made apparent, operation at 
higher order modes being one of them. Further work could 
succeed in increasing the bandwidth and obtaining~ better 
match. Bandwidth measurements as discussed in Section III 
indicate that reflection is the limiting factor in deter-
mining bandwidth. A better match could increase the 
· .. 
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a 
bandwidth. If the length of all elements in the final 
device were increased, attenuation of the harmonic would 
be higher. 
j 
As hinted above, our filter is not unique in its 
design. The same ef£ects could be obtained and quite pos-
sibly improved by choosing the parameters differently. A 
new choice of parameters could produce the improvements ·· 
mentioned above. 
Using a centrally located slab, it is possible to 
construct a mode filter. For example, we ean choose %. \ 
and £ so that only the ··TE10 mode could exist in one chan-
nel, formed by metal partitions. 
auxiliary channels can be varied. 
tical condition is 
The width (a) of the 
-
In this case, the cri-
2Ac,.
0 
< >..-r <.. Ac, 0 
where Ac is the cutoff wavelength of the TEno mode, and 
ti\O 
A f is the free space wavelength of the operating fre-
quency. If we choose a just smaller than } and load 
with a slab such that Ya ( 0.04-, it is clear from the 
plots in the article by Vartanian that only the TE10 mode 
can exist.4 
In closing this paper, we note that the construction 
of our filter device is an extension of principles which 
have been used in the design of isolators and circulators. 
4vartanian, 'P• 217. 
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The primary concern in the design of such devices is to 
obtain field configurations optimum to the problem at 
hand. We have followed suit in this development,- and the 
----~ ,~ result is a successful device. 
· . 
. ·. 
.. 
'· 
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v. Appendix 
Part I 
---
Derivation of the transcendental equation·or 
Section II in E and g. 
Equatlng the two expressions for B and s11bsti tut-
ing for C ·and D "',e have the following express ion: 
' cc d .u.. I .l.e1) .1. (d ) (sln p c.os T - y(l cos p Sln s cos s +c 
siV'I f (Q-J-c.) . 'l . . 1 ) ( {1 c o s p c o S i' cl+ S t n S J Su.-, p) S n, S ( .,(+c 
+ . p ' StV\ -;r(~-°'-c 
·= ~ [(il. COS P cos}ci + S(n-lJ Slnp)SiVI l ~\ (J+c)1 
s 1rA 
f cos [ f <~-cl-c)] ·~ 
_ (.si"' p cos }J - t£- cos p S"in}J)cos[~(JH)J 
C o S f:f ( '4 -J - ~) 1 
Clearing fractions, the following results: 
[si.n p cos(}J)-pcos p s~n(fJ.)][cosf (J.-te)}}][cos-[{-(a-..l-,)]J 
+[ sln p sl n(-}rl)+ }£cos r cos(}d)][slnf(.Atc)f}) [cosf f (Gl-J-c)}J 
".·"· = ~: [s l ~ p cos ( -}J)- f); cos p stn{ t'..t~ [s;n~i°(d~ctl) &tr{~(Q-cl-c)J J 
- f JG~n p s\n{}~)+-}£ cos p cos(i"cAU[cosf }<J~c)JJ(~l~[}(q-c.l-c)}] 
We divide the expression above by 
cos [ (q-d-c:).£} cos f i" (cA+c)} 
and use the identities 
.,--
to. n f (11-c.l-~) £ J = 
{ca~f-}(JH)J= 
_S \ n f ( CA-J- C.) £ J 
COS { { o. • o\- C.) -£-1 
s l V\ [ :l ( J-\ ,) } 
cos f} ( ~-\(. )·J 
1 ,_ 
.;. 
J 
f 
·.l 
~ 
'.h i' ' 
,•-, 
., 
. ~ 
-~· 
.. 
. . , 
-
,'"-; 
" 
"! 
. .,. 
.,. 
The following results: 
[s t'II p cos( f J) - ~ cos p ~lri(f ct}]-t [s l n p st\'\ ( ftA)-t ~ cos- p co s(i .i1)] . 
. · [ t o.'I\ fcJ-.,)-}} J = 
{ cA to.n f (a-cl-,)"5: 1([,.;i.V\ p cos(fJ)-~ cos p s~n(}.A)J[t,o,f (of+c)} 1] 
. . -[s~np sln(fJ)+.f5 cos p cos(}J.)J) 
Factoring and manipulating, we have the following: 
. [ S ( 'I\ p-· cos ( f ..1)- i1 Cos p sln(}J) J [1 - 1f tan (( ca-.«- c}1J tq n f -}( J+,)1] 
+[si."' p sl n{}d) i ;f-f cos p cos("tt!)J[to. ri f (c!.+c)}} + fy tan f (a-ol-c)~} ]= O 
We divide by cos p cos(f ol) 
and use the identity toV\ e .:: cos e 
[ta'II p- fj ta\'l(fJ)J[1- ~ tQvif(a-J-c)-£-] ia\'\f-}(~tc)J] 
+ [to."' p to.n( f c-1) + #][ta'llf(cA+c)}J+ ~ lo.>1 f (a-J-c)-£-}J = 0 
Multiplication yields .. ~r 
-( a 'I\ p - * t 0.. V\ p to.VI [ (o.-J-,)~ J f lll'l\f { J +c) t} -# t Cl I'\ ( °t cl) 
+ta V\ ( f c.1) ta~ f {a-cA-c)-£} t 4'11 [{ r.l+c) f] + t,o, p tah ( f J) t <A'I\[( J+c)} J 
CfG\ (~) f P1 .f_f f YJ 
-t S p t CO'\ p t CHI $ J t Q, If\ ( (A -ot -C.) -a J 4" ,-----a t Q \t\ ( ~ i C) 5 
+ iaV\ t c Q,-.A-,)£ J = o 
We employ the identity 
and clear fractions to obtain: 
t~ n p - tan p tQ, VI ( f J) t,.n (-~) - tf f Qn p tar> f (a-.A-,} {} tan ( .'.!. ct) 
- fy ta VI p tQVI f ( o-J-c) f} t-VI ( t;) - ~ tan ( t J )- H-t,an1( }o1}tcan(1f} 
+ ta "',l ( f ..l) t,..~ f ( q-"' -,) ~} + tc-' VI ( } o\) ta VI [< a-J- c)-J;.} t,o, ( ¥) · 
+ t ~ n p t ,u/ ( { cA) + tq ~ pt a"' ( 1#-) -t.a YI { t;- )+~t "'" p tQ, .. o J)t,o,f("-A-c);} 
- '; ~ tQ,V\ pt,.~/ ( -}.A) to. V\ f ( a-cA-,)£ J t:"VI ( ¥) + H- tQ, VI ( f J) 
+ t£ t" I'\ ( -\=) + t,.I'\ f (a-..1-,)~ J - t '4 VI f (a-J-c )~ J tu, { i" r.t) te. n (.if)= 0 . 
-~. 
··' 
~· 
' ·~ 
.... 
C 
,. 
We perform the substitution , 
-f=i.Qn(fd) J u=tQ\'1(¥) 1 v=tanf{ ... -ol-c)lJ I w:tQV'P > A= ff 
Then we have 
\ ' ~ l t~ 
w -wt~ - Aw t \.A -Aw" ,U. - At + A·t u - t V + t Vu+ w 
+ w t u + A w t v - A wt~ ii u -+ { t t i ~u -t v -t " t ~ == o 
After eliminating those terms which· cancel, t:ne·: following 
res11l ts: · 
.,, 
. ~Awv~+-}1..1-\. }·t1u-tt1v+wt,.-Ai\111v1,.1+v::o. 
Regrouping and factoring, we obtain 
w - A w " u -t i u -+ v -+ t '1 ( w- A w v u + t u +v·) ·::: .Q. 
(t 1 -+l)(w-Awvu+tu-+v) ::o 
Recalling that t =- t(AV\ ( i' a) so that t,. + t.:;lr o , 
we have I w-Awvu+ Au+v= o 
Sol vlng for u , the result i.s 
-I 
u= A 
By replacing the tangents, we obtain 
"+ w 
..l - v· .. s· • A,. .· ... (rt) 
j)lf'_;:J 
t fa c} _ Sf> tGIV\f (a-J-c){J +tr.in p ,._ 
ca, T - -'i~ (fj)1-tan[(a-c.l-c)5lt"'V\~ 
C/ c/a o.- c. S = /2·" .,. - e J '· - . I - c /~ J = 1 cA Using 
We have )] · 
t ( ) = _ ( p e r) i. o. '(\ [ p ( :2 e - I + i. an p 
QV\ 
2
<Z i coer)2 [ J 
. rci -tQ~pto.V\ p(2e-1) 
which is (13) of Section II. 
. ... 
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Part II 
----
Computer program for calculating pl9ts of electric 
' ' 
field configurations at cutoff. 
We have assumed a waveguide width of 4 units, compat-
ible with TH band waveguide which is 4 centimeters wide. 
A different width can be used by changing one computer 
statement. The same applies to the parameters c, a, and 
- -
£. Values of p and e are read from data cards, and dis 
-
-
-
calculated from a, c, and e. In this program, two values 
' 
- - -
of pare read, and the used value is approximated by 
-
extrapolation. This was necessary because the available 
values of the parameters differed slightly from those dic-
tated by experiment, and comparison was the original goal. 
I. 
The parameters are defined as follows: 
EPS1 = E 
ASM = a 
-
CSM = C 
-
DSM(J) - d 
-
ESM(J) = e 
-
P(J) = p 
-
DLG = D 
CLG = C 
B = B 
EY = Ey 
PEY = E;y2, -proportional to the power. 
X = X 
-
-- '. _, . .-...,..,,-~ _,,,,.._ ,,- . ..,,-_,....,, .. -...... , ..... ______ , 
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The program f'ollows: 
DIMENSION ESM(33),DSM(33),P{33),PC{33) 
EPS1=9o3 
ASM=4oO 
CSM=Oo457 
8 FOffiJIAT ( I4) 
9 FOffiv1AT(F7 .2,El2.4,E12,4). 
10 FORMAT(E12.4,El2.4,El2.4,El2.4,El2.4) 
DO 11 J=l,33 
READ 10 0 ESM(J),P(J),PC(J) 
DSM( J)=(AS~1-CSM) / (ESM( J )·~2. 0) 
11 P(J)=(P(J)~PC(J))*0.6+PC(J) 
EPS2=SQRTF(EPS1) 
DO 60 J=l933 
DL1=(1~0/EPS2)-;~COSF(P(J) )·~·COSF(EPS2·~~P(J)) 
DL2= SII~F(P(J)){'°SINF(EPS~rP(J)) 
DLG=DLl+DL2 . 
CLl=Silr.F(P(J) )-1~COSF(EPS~'"P(J)) 
CL2=(lo0/EPS2)~~COSF(P(J) ){t-SI11F(EPS2*P(J)) 
CLG=CLl=CL2 
ARG D= ( AS1'1-DSt·1 ( J )-CS}1 )~~ P ( J) /DS1"1 ( J) 
ARGI\f= ( DSM( J )=CSM )-1~ ( P ( J)/DSM ( J) )*EPS2 
B= ( CL~~·C OSF ( ARGN) +DLG* Sil'JF ( ARGN) ) / SINF( ARG D) -
PRINT 8 9 J 
G=DSM(J)+CSM 
PRINT 10.,DStl(J) ,P(J) ,CLG,DLG.,B 
X=OoOO 
15 ARGI=P(J}~~X/DSrii(J) 
ARG I I =EPS 2~}ARG I 
ARIII=(P(J)/DSM(J))*(ASM-X) 
IF(X~DSM(J))20,20,25 
2~0 EY=Sil\TF ( ARGI) 
GO TO 50 
25 IF(X-G)30,40,40 
30 EY=CLG~}C0SF(ARGII )+DLG*SINF {ARGII) 
GO TO 50 
40 EY=B~SINF(ARIII) 
50 PEY=~~EY 
PRINT 9, X,EY,PEY 
X=X+Oo20 
IF(X-400)15,15,60 
60 COl~TilWE 
CALL :EXIT 
fillD 
'\ 
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I Part III ·--: 
Plots of Ey for equati,on~ 9.S derived in Section II, 
assumlng cutoff condition to determine .E. and 3., i.e.,· 
pc 
d ff 
Each set of three plots illustrates that higher 
order sol11tions yield higher modes. The first set 
verifies the use of the theory for the off-center case 
to describe centrally located dielectric slabs • 
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Apparatus diagrams for the meas1.lrement ·or attenuation 
of the harmonic frequency and return loss of the 
fundamental and harmonic. 
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The results obtained are found in Figure 13. 
I 
t 
-
Ga.libra tion curves in Fi.gure 13 are determined by merely 
removing the filter from the system for the attenuation 
measurements a11d by applying a short for the ret11rn loss 
measurements. 
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